Fulfillment Guide
Employee Self-Assessment
CMQ 216 - Export Control for DCMA Personnel

Note:
- Provide justification(s) package referencing the numbered outcomes as appropriate on separate paper.
- Only the numbered outcomes (bold font) need to be addressed.
- The enablers (indented if specified) are provided to ensure the outcome is sufficiently addressed.
- The [Achieved] column is for use by the initial (functional) evaluator.

Achieved?
Yes

No
CMQ 216.U01.01

Identify what is considered an export under current regulations.

CMQ 216.U01.01.02

Identify the purpose of export control regulations.

CMQ 216.U01.01.03

Identify the consequences for export control violations.

CMQ 216.U01.01.04

Compare U.S. Persons and Foreign Persons.

CMQ 216.U01.01.05
CMQ 216.U02.01

CMQ 216.U02.01.01

Classify the roles and responsibilities of the U.S. Government agencies responsible for export control,
including DCMA.
Compare and contrast the regulatory schemes that govern U.S. Export Control Laws (ECLs).

CMQ 216.U02.01.02

Compare the regulatory differences between the Arms Export Control Act (AECA) and the Export
Administration Act (EAA).
Compare International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) and Export Administration Regulation (EAR).

CMQ 216.U02.01.03

Compare the United States Munitions List (USML) and the Commerce Control List (CCL).

CMQ 216.U02.01.04
CMQ 216.U03.01

CMQ 216.U03.01.01

Identify how exports under the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) are governed, including
types and authorizations.
Recognize how DCMA personnel annotate the need for International Traffic in Arms
Regulations (ITAR) in a contract.
Compare key export control clauses in past and existing contracts.

CMQ 216.U03.01.02

Locate key export control information on a given contract.

CMQ 216.U03.01.03

Identify the supplier points of contact that can provide information relative to export control applicability.

CMQ 216.U04.01

CMQ 216.U04.01.01
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Recognize the purpose of export control, the organizations involved, and DCMA’s role.

CMQ 216.U01.01.01

Recognize how DCMA personnel can determine whether or not a host nation is authorized to
surveil export-controlled items.
Determine whether or not a delegation is missing key information.

CMQ 216.U04.01.02

Determine whether an item in a delegation is export controlled.

CMQ 216.U04.01.03

Select the ways in which DCMA personnel may determine whether there is an agreement in place for
the foreign government to conduct surveillance.

CMQ 216.U04.01.04

Locate key export control license information in a Manufacturing License Agreement (MLA) or
Technical Assistance Agreement (TAA).
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